Mango Works.
Here’s the proof.
Researchers from Queens College in New York and the University
of South Carolina conducted an independent study to assess the
efficacy of our learning system. Check out the numbers.

T H E R E S U LT S
Improvements in language ability were measured by observed changes in participants’
scores on two language tests that they took before and after studying with Mango.
These included an oral proficiency test (TrueNorth Test2) that maps to internationally
recognized language proficiency scales like ACTFL† and CEFR‡, and a college
placement test that assesses reading, vocabulary, and grammar (WebCAPE1).

Speaking
ability
Mango ranks as a top
performer in oral
proficiency
improvement.
All ACTFL figures are based on the
TrueNorth test ACTFL estimates.2

85%

improved their
oral proficiency

7.7 hours

average study time with
Mango needed to improve
by one ACTFL sublevel

How Did
Participants
Rate Mango?

98.9

of participants noted
they will continue to
use Mango

College Placement

82

Adequately preparing students for
academic achievement and
real-world connections

of participants improved
their overall college
placement test score 1
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WebCAPE: College placement test that assesses reading, vocabulary, and grammar.

2

TrueNorth Test: Oral proficiency test that maps to internationally recognized
language proficiency scales like ACTFL† and CEFR‡.
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74% of participants increased
their ACTFL proficiency by
at least one sublevel
39.1% of participants increased
their ACTFL proficiency by
at least two sublevels

95

Easy to use

91

Enjoyable

15 hours
average study time using Mango
to cover the requirements of one
college semester

† American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL)
For comparative and educational purposes only. No association or affiliation with Mango Languages.
‡ Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)
For comparative and educational purposes only. No association or affiliation with Mango Languages.
DISCLAIMER: The “American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL)” guidelines and
“Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)" levels are the property and/or marks
of their respective owners and have no official association with Mango Languages or any of its subsidiaries
or affiliates. Neither ACTFL nor CEFR have in any way endorsed, sponsored, or otherwise agreed to partner
or be associated with Mango Languages, and no such partnership or association is intended or implied.

